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 Par   Rating    Slope    Yardage 
Gold 72     74.2        142      6843 
Blue 72     72        138      6360 
White  72     70.6        135      6047 
 
OVERVIEW: 
 
 A typical Pete Dye design-full of visual intimidation and grandeur-he toys with and soothes your mind 
at the same time.  Your scorecard is likely to reflect the former rather than the later because the golf challenge, 
even if you pick the right tee length, is very robust.  Much like he did at Mystic Rock around the same time, 
Pete used the rolling terrain to showcase beautiful hole layouts-there is so much eye candy here you will think 
you are in the NECCO factory.  The ticket is high but you really get your money’s worth on all levels. 
 
 The short game practice facility was an original extra at its time-still remains one of the highlights of the 
experience for me.  The clubhouse is nice without being grand, the golf shop has plenty of Bulle Rock 
memorabilia for you to sample, and the grill room has a very fine array of all American comfort food for you to 
enjoy. 
 
 The composition of this course, much like the composition of a fine piece of music,  is where the artistry 
lies for me-the sequence and flow of the holes is very engaging.  Though the longer hitters may gripe because of 
the number of shortish four pars, Pete gives your scorecard a building sense of pressure because those short 
holes are frought with danger if you do not pick your challenges carefully.  With the exception of a bit of a 
logistical hiccup in the placement of the short par three third-you can feel this course naturally roll out in front 
of you-every really big challenge is followed by a bit of a letup on the pedal-but more challenges await in short 
order.  The sequential buildup on each side ends with a very memorable hole where the player needs to get a 
second wind to keep his scorecard in tact. 
 

As is usually the case with Dye courses, the biggest intimidations are usually not the biggest challenges, 
the devil is in the nuances so pay close attention to the nature of the landing areas off the tee and the access 
points and configurations of the greens.  The green surfaces have gentle but significant slopes-very speedy and 
the grain will accentuate or attenuate the pace of all putts. 
 
 Because of the topography this is a brutal walk-some serious cardiac episodes lie between green and tee.  
The lack of any tree cover in the playing area from tee to green means that when the sun is out you will get the 
full brunt of its fever-be prepared to drink, towel, and seek some refuge under the cart cover. 
 
 The LPGA Championship has been played here a number of times over the years and the list of 
champions verifies the pedigree of this course.  Winners have included Annika Sorenstam, Se Ri Pak, Suzanne 
Pettersen, Yani Tseng, and Anna Nordqvist. 



 
 Pete rarely disappoints when they pay him and Alice the big fee and they did not disappoint here.  It is 
really just a matter of whether you experience more “Wows” than “Whews” here-there should be a boatload of 
both of them. 
 
HOLE-BY-HOLE ANALYSIS: 
 
#1 Par 4 322/310 Yards (Blue and White Tees) 
 
 Pete starts you off with a relatively tame short dogear left, but the technical difficulty of the second shot 
will catch your attention.  You want to hit a bit of a right to left slinger that turns up the fairway between the 
Oreo bunkers that border the landing area.  This will leave you a short iron to a green that is tucked back to the 
left-42 yards long and set on the diagonal picking your proper approach distance is very important to delimiting 
the three putt possibility.  A nest of three bunkers sit below the green-missing short left is a disaster.  The green 
leans from right to left so approach shots will feed to the center-the back left pin is a bit of a Clark Kent so I 
would not get too frisky if they put the flag back there. 
 
#2 Par 5 524/489 
 
 The first eye candy of a sugar high day.  This is a spectacular visual par four that extends in front of you 
from a high teeing ground.  The creek that borders the right side of the entire hole and the furry schmootz on the 
left give the hole a real “hallway” feeling but it is much more generous than it appears to the eye.  Drive to 
center and you will have to pick a layup club to about 100 yards in front of the creek as it cuts across the 
fairway beyond this landing area.  The shallow green perched up on a hill saddles around a nasty pot bunker 
similar to the same arrangement at the last at Caves Valley.  Pay close attention to which side of the layup area 
you want to be in for an advantageous attack angle to the day’s flag position.  This green has serious slope from 
back to front so it should hold a well struck approach-but this makes for some kind of slick breaks once you get 
to putting across the green. 
 
#3 Par 3 156/141 
 
 This is a very clever short hole-visually intimidating with heavy mounding and bunkering on the left. 
The deep green sits on a diagonal that favors a draw and slopes from back to front and off the hill on the right.  
Even though the green is below the teeing area I don’t think it plays down the club choice at all.  If you can land 
your tee shot in front of the pin of the day and let it feed to just below the hole you get a very good scoring 
opportunity here. 
 
#4 Par 4 368/356 
 
 A bit of a meandering cart ride to find the next teeing ground where you will find Pete and Alice have 
brought a bit of the links look to a very technical par four.  The drive is a draw into the center of the hill in front 
of you-either bunker flanking the landing area is a sure stroke deficit.  The narrow and long green sits slightly 
back to the right and favors the opposite curve on your approach shot.  The real challenge here is that the 
difficulty of this approach-no matter the club in hand-is heightened by the fact that they put a mounded bunker 
with accompanying plume grasses to obscure your view of the green from the driving area.  You have to 
visualize the proper flight path and trust it to play an effective shot into the green.   



 
 
 
 
 
#5 Par 4 405/390 
 
 No matter what the card says this severely uphill dogear left will play about 460-it is a par 4.75 by any 
measurement.  The driving area is very wide but do not be coaxed to leaving your drive to the right-it will 
increase the length of your second making the putting surface unreachable on your second.  If you can turn one 
over and end up even with the bunker on the corner you have about 210 up a very steep incline to a deep green 
that is even steeper still.  The bunkering on the left of the approach area starting at 60 yards is a big no-no. 
Shape your slinging approach from the right and hope you end up with a clear pitch line up into the green on 
your third.  Steepness of this green means you must leave your pitch short of the cup position for a reasonable 
putting opportunity to save a par. 
 
#6 Par 4 363/328 
 
 Relief is at hand but be careful to not get too giddy on this tee.  The hole plays a good fifteen percent 
less because of the ski jump incline from tee to green.  I like a 210 shot to about 130 in the left center-this will 
give you a good angle to match the green setting back to the right.  The green side bunkers here look deep from 
afar but they are very tame. You should be super aggressive to this flag in that it is one of the best scoring 
opportunities you will get all day. 
 
#7 Par 3 143/123 
 
 Once again they prove that the measurement alone does not dictate the difficulty of the shot required.  
This is a middle iron to a blind green slightly above you-the uphill does not add increment to the club choice.  
The challenge here is the green configuration-40 yards deep set on the 5 to 11 angle-deep bunker and hairy 
rough grass sit below the green to the left.  A gaggle of bunkers flank the right of the green so if you try to bail 
out a properly selected club can be played from a nasty beach lie of your second.   
 
#8 Par 5 481/466 
 
 Another visual splendor awaits on this next tee.  Firm grasp of the obvious is required on this tee ball-
nothing left will allow you to play this hole at all.  A strong draw aimed at the right fairway bunker will turn on 
the ground into the heart of the fairway.  The steep right to left slant of the hole pervades from tee to green so 
your layup needs to favor the right again and trundle back into the center at about 100 yards.  Green sets on the 
same angle as the last two and all the bad stuff is below and left of the putting surface so favor the right as you 
try to turn your shot toward this flag.  Be aggressive here-a birdie lurks if you nip it correctly. 
 
#9 Par 4 366/351 
 
 You can get seriously distracted by the view on the ninth tee-the challenge is obvious but so is the risk 
so choose wisely.  The split fairway on the right is a full carry over the water and should not be taken on by 
anyone who does not have Bubba Watson length. A strong drive just over the left corner of the fairway bunker 



on the right should feed to about 160 and a clear look back to the right where the green is wedged between the 
hills on the left and deep bunkering on the right.  This is a very narrow green so you really need to be crisp in 
your ball strike and get it on your intended line into the green.  There is a very good chance you will need a 
crafty up-and-down to make a gratifying par to end the outward nine.  The Waldorf Chicken Salad in the 
halfway hut with a side of Herr’s b-que chips and a Yuengling is the chef’s recommendation. 
#10 Par 4 358/346 
 
 Much like the first you have a relatively tame dogleg left to start the inward nine-it is the first of three 
good scoring opportunities before the challenge ratchets up considerably on thirteen.  Driver to right center with 
a little left turn down toward the green will give you a short second across a little dip in the fairway to a deep 
ramped green slightly below you.  If you are in the fairway you should have a relatively easy shot-anything off 
the fairway makes the challenge two notches harder and should temper your aggressiveness accordingly. 
 
#11 Par 5 596/579 
 
 This hole gets lots of mention in related press accounts because of its measured length of close to 600 
yards.  But the hole ramps steadily down from tee to green so it plays no where near that distance unless the 
prevailing wind is coming off the railway line below.  Drive to center off the elevated tee and smash the longest 
club you have with a bit of a fade to get back into the fairway.  Catching the string of pot bunkers on the right 
from 200 to 150 is a major mistake-but the area from 150 to 100 is actually wide open.  Bunkers the last 100 
yards in on the right are strictly the purview of the macho chump who tried to reach the green in two.  Pretty 
tame putting surface does lean from front to back so you need to use the ground to temper your approach shot 
coming in. 
 
#12 Par 3 155/147 
 
 This would qualify as a brochure hole-but so would about six others if you ask me.  If the wind is not 
blowing this is a simple sliding short to middle iron but it becomes a very demanding punch shot if it is. 
The green sits abruptly against the water on the right with a wall of signature boulders defining the hazard-you 
have no room for error on that side. The mounds and the bunkering arrangement left of the green is no walk in 
the park either so the only place to make a par is on the putting surface itself.  40 yards of flat green allows you 
to feed a ball up to the middle and back pins-hold a good flight line and this can be a satisfying par-let it drift 
and you are looking double in the eye. 
 
#13 Par 4 415/403 
 
 As they say in Olympic Luge, you are now entering the technical part of the course-serious turns 
with major g-forces.  Except for the last hole this is the biggest challenge of the day-it demands a long drive to 
left center to clear the hill and have a look at the green set back to the right beyond a cavernous drop off to the 
right of the fairway.  Do not try to cut off anything from the tee or it might be “your nose to spite your face”.  
From the top of the hill you look at a green a full fairway metal below you that is wedged between the side hill 
railroad tie trim bunker and a nest of bunkers below and right of the green.  Pete laid a pacaderm to rest in the 
center of the fairway about 60 yards short of the green-not sure why he did this but it can complicate your 
approach if your air time fails to clear that bump completely.  It is very likely your approach comes to rest in the 
hollows short and left of the green which leaves you a very manageable pitch and run up the angle of the green.  
The second shot is a wonderful thing to watch against the backdrop of the hills surrounding this green. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
#14 Par 4 319/313 
 
 Much like the sixth tyhe follows a long difficult one with a slippery short one.  This is 210 again off the 
tee across the top of the bunker you see in the center of your screen to a blind landing area beyond.  The ball 
will turn to the right toward the green once it lands and should give you a 100 yard pitch to a very flat green set 
on a 5 to 11 angle below you. This green is sandwiched by medium difficult bunkers but with a hundred yard 
pitch you should manage to avoid this fate. 
 
#15 Par 5 511/493 
 
 Okay, every Pete Dye creation has one of these pure bait and sucker holes and this is it.  This is a 
seriously truncated par five that will challenge your judgment and embarrass you if you get too greedy. 
Drive straight away to center into the first piece of fairway in front of you.  There is a flanking creek on the left 
that can spoil this driving experience, so don’t hit any foolish hooks off the tee.  Now you are looking at an 
elevation layup to fairway number two well above you to the left.  This fairway is beveled to the creek that now 
dominates the right side of the hole and the green is set back to the right just above the rocks and the last piece 
of the hazard.  It is tempting you to bite off more than you can chew so you must resist that and recognize that 
you need an extra club on the layup to your chosen distance because of the elevation change.  Many people fail 
to account for that or try to chomp a little extra to get closer to the green and fail to clear the ledge of the upper 
fairway leaving a drastic side hill lie in majorly heavy rough.  The green is an adventure all its own-kind of a 
reverse kidney shape with lots of undulation and overall pitch toward the water-getting the approach to stay put 
where you landed it is a challenge. 
 
#16 Par 4 330/312 
 
 Another short one that will tempt the long hitter to go for the green but the price you pay if you miss 
short or right is extreme.  Three wood to left center gives you a good look down the diagonal green set back to 
the right.  The back pin will be guarded by a tall sentinel oak that overlooks the back corner of the green.  This 
green surface is pretty flat but it leans away from the fairway so you need to use the length of the green to 
control your approach shot.  Avoiding risk here should give you a chance help your scorecard. 
 
#17 Par 3 144/132 
 
 This hole has more visual than tactical appeal for me.  From the regular tee it is a short iron across the 
front edge of the large waste bunker placed on the right of the green.  A solid fade off the left edge of the 
putting surface should work toward the center and right of the green that slopes that way.  Back right would be a 
bear of a pin but I have never seen them put it back there in the five times I have played the hole.  This is a 
needed rest before the bear you will have to contain on the last hole. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
#18 Par 4 422/377 
 
 Everything about this absolutely gorgeous finishing hole is a nightmare for the right to left player-yet it 
really sets up for aggressive right to left shots if you have the kishkas to play them.  The driving area is a 
significant carry over the edge of the water that flanks the entire left side of this hole.  You have to aim your tee 
ball at the tree on the right side of this fairway-hit it hard to carry to the landing area-and turn it back to the left 
to get any roll toward the green.  If you passed the first test and are hitting two from dry land you have to smash 
another draw off a line at the foot of the hills on the right side of this green. The boulder wall that defines the 
last few hundred yards of the flanking hazard on the left is like a ball magnet-the fairway pitches toward the 
water and balls seem to cascade toward the trouble.  As you walk in from your second shot stop at the spot in 
the center of the fairway about 192 to the center of the green and look at the shot Si Rae Pak had to hit to win 
the McDonald’s Classic-she knocked her utility club to about three feet to set up one of the great birdie win 
major finishes I have ever witnessed.  The long green has serious hollows and hill influence from the right-there 
are no easy putts to wrap up this round.  
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